PEIBWA
SYMPOSIUM 2022
REDEFINING THE FUTURE

Partnership proposal

WHY SPONSOR THE 2022
PEIBWA SYMPOSIUM?
CONNECT WITH NEW AND EXISTING BUSINESS OWNERS &
ENTREPRENEURS
Last year, PEIBWA welcomed 300 registrants to our 2021 Symposium, attracting
people from every Canadian province plus international participants. We are equally
ambitious this year, building a strong provincial, regional and national audience for
our 2022 Symposium on October 4th. Your involvement in our event will provide you
the opportunity to meet and engage with a diverse group of women entrepreneurs
and business professionals at all stages of their careers, and identify your strong
commitment to promoting their success.

EXPAND YOUR REACH
PEIBWA has 575+ members, reaches 1,600+ newsletter subscribers and engages
11,000+ social media followers. We also partner and collaborate with business and
community organizations across PEI, the Atlantic region and the country that
frequently share our news. As a Symposium Partner, you will receive recognition
during the promotion and production of our 2022 Symposium, in the PEIBWA
website, our weekly eNewsletter, event-related media releases, and through our
various social media channels and (of course!) at the event.

A PROVEN TRACK RECORD
PEIBWA has supported and empowered Island business women for 29 years. In
2019, PEIBWA was recognized in the Provincial legislature for our contribution to the
businesswomen of PEI and in 2022, Margaret Magner, our CEO was recognized as
one of the 25 Most Powerful Women in Business in Atlantic Canada. In a survey
following the 2021 Symposium, 90% of respondents said they were likely to attend it
in 2022 — and recommend it to a friend or colleague. We welcome you to partner
with us and to be highly visible at our 2022 event!

ABOUT US
PEIBWA is dedicated to educating, empowering and
inspiring PEI women to succeed in their business
endeavours. It is the only business women’s
association in the province with an island-wide
mandate and has a membership of more than 575
women entrepreneurs and business professionals.

The PEIBWA
Symposium is the
premiere PEI event for
women in business

ABOUT THE SYMPOSIUM
The PEIBWA Symposium is an annual event that
attracts the full spectrum of business women from
across the Island— start-up entrepreneurs, established
business owners, mid-career business professionals,
dynamic rural entrepreneurs, newcomers launching
their businesses, and students — the next generation
of Island business women. The theme for this year’s
Symposium is “REDEFINING THE FUTURE”.
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The PEIBWA SYMPOSIUM 2022 will be hosted virtually on
Tuesday, October 4 via ZOOM, with watch events at 3
locations across the province, and a live performance from a
local artist wrapping up our day!

EVENT PLAN
The 2022 PEIBWA Symposium will take place on Tuesday, October 4 from 9:00am to 4:00pm
(AST). The event will start with a noteworthy Keynote presentation followed by a series of three
concurrent workshops, online and in-person networking opportunities, a lively and provocative
session regarding Rural Innovation by Ashleigh Weeden, a panel discussion on Equity, Diversity
and Inclusion, and a live musical performance and interview wrapping up our day.

SESSIONS AND WORKSHOPS
KEYNOTES
We are thrilled to be

Our attendees will have a choice of concurrent sessions

presenting two Keynote

throughout the day, some of these will include:

presentations at this

Equity, Diversity and Inclusion (panel discussion

year's event. Our day will

including Kiersten Mohr from Terra Firma Transition

begin with a noteworthy

Consulting)

keynote speaker,

Women excelling in STEM and skilled trades,

followed by a dynamic

featuring Lara Murphy, with an introduction from

lunchtime presenter.

our partner Techsploration
"A Report Card on Rural Innovation", featuring

CONNECTIONS
Meeting new people,
talking about Ideas and
gaining knowledge and
Insights will drive the
day. We plan to use

Canadian Rural Futurist Ashleigh Weeden
A Changing Workplace
Mentorhip, featuring Chantal Brine, CEO at EnPoint
A panel showcasing Island Women Entrepreneurs,
moderated by Sarah-Roach Lewis
Closing Cafe live musical performance and interview

virtual networking
technology that will
allow participants
to
04
share and celebrate their
experience before,
during and after the
Symposium.

575+
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PEIBWA members, including start-up
entrepreneurs, established business owners,
mid-career business professionals, dynamic
rural entrepreneurs, newcomers launching
their businesses, and students

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS
Utilizing our PEIBWA signature colors, we are offering a range of partnering opportunities for our 2022
Symposium with varying degrees of recognition. Should you be interested in providing support for the
Symposium at a level not represented here, we are happy to discuss that with you further.

TITLE SYMPOSIUM SPONSOR ($10,000)
Sole and exclusive partnership level
Prominent recognition as: “PEIBWA 2022 Symposium presented by
[YOU]" in all our event communications and materials
3-5 minute featured video or speaking opportunity and recognition
from the Symposium podium throughout the day
Most prominent sponsor showcased in all our event-related materials

KEYNOTE SPONSOR ($5,000)
Exclusive partnership level
Recognition as: “PEIBWA 2022 Symposium Keynote Sponsor” in all
event communications and materials
Recognition as sponsor of our opening keynote speaker from the
Symposium podium
Opportunity to introduce our keynote speaker

Please note that digital and printed material should be supplied by the sponsor and will be subject to approval by PEIBWA.

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS
Utilizing our PEIBWA signature colors, we are offering a range of partnering opportunities for our 2022
Symposium with varying degrees of recognition. Should you be interested in providing support for the
Symposium at a level not represented here, we are happy to discuss that with you further.

PURPLE ($3,000)
Partnership level availability: Three (3) - Afternoon Featured Conversation or
Diversity Panel or Closing Café with live-streamed musical performance
Prominent partner on the event registration page, marketing materials and
event digital screens
Opportunity to introduce the partnered event during the day
Opportunity to include electronic promotional items for participants (coupons,
discounts for participants)
Promotion on PEIBWA’s social media platforms

TEAL ($2,000)
Partnership level availability: Five (5) - Concurrent sessions
Name and/or logo placement on the event registration page, marketing
materials and event digital screen
Opportunity to provide electronic promotional items for participants (coupons,
discounts for participants)
Promotion on PEIBWA’s social media platforms

GREEN ($750)
Name and logo placement on the event registration page, marketing materials
and event digital screen
Promotion on PEIBWA’s social media platforms
Please note that digital and printed material should be supplied by the sponsor and will be subject to approval by PEIBWA.

To discuss sponsorship
opportunities, please contact:
Maryne Floch--Le Goff
Communications and Events Officer
PEI Business Women's Association
maryne@peibwa.org
902-892-6040

25 Queen St, Suite 25
Charlottetown, PE C1A 4A2
www.peibwa.org
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